
CANVAS COLORS
The Port Canvas Company starts with 100% “Natural” Cotton Canvas combined with fiber re-
active dyes utilizing the vat dyeing process. This is method is considered to be excellent in 
wash, crocking, dye penetration and coverage of immature cotton. Prior to drying and stretch-
ing, it is put through a color fixing process.

The Port Canvas Company enjoys a wonderful relationship with its canvas suppliers. From 
time to time, the market trends demand color changes or modifications. Here is a summary of 
our current color offerings, check back frequently for new colors.

Canvas Colors

   Color Order Code
 British Tan ................BT
 Dark Brown ..............DB
 Natural ......................NA
 Black .........................BL
 Grey ..........................GR
 Purple .......................PU
 Brite Red ...................BR
 Burgundy ..................BU
 Pink ...........................PI
 Hunter Green ............HG
 Slicker Yellow ...........SY
 Navy Blue .................NB
 Cobalt Blue ...............CB
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There are many factors which affect 
the appearance of dyed canvas colors 
when presenting them electronically. 
You can expect the canvas colors pre-
sented here will vary from the actual 
color of your bag. Please do not hesitate 
to contact us for further clarification or 
an actual canvas color sample.
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In an effort to assist color matching, we have turned to the PANTONE® Color Bridge™ Uncoat-
ed Color Guide (1st Edition). This system is predominantly purposed towards printing, but 
we have made an effort to try and match our “typical” dye lot within a range. You should fully 
expect variances between dye lots to be outside the range presented below.

 COLOR Closest Match Lighter Darker
 British Tan .............. 4515UP 4525UP 4505UP
 Dark Brown ............ 4695U 477U 476U
 Natural ................... Oatmeal
 Black ...................... Process Black
 Grey ....................... Cool Gray 5U Cool Gray 4U Cool Gray 5UP
 Purple .................... 2607U 2597U 2617U
 Brite Red ................ 199UP 1935UP 200U
 Burgundy ............... 194UP 188U 195U
 Pink ........................ 219U 225U 226UP
 Hunter Green ......... 3301U 3292U 3305U
 Slicker Yellow ........ Process Yellow U 101U 102U
 Navy Blue .............. 282U 296U 289UP
 Cobalt Blue ............ 287U 286U 288U

If color matching is a critical component in your product purchase, there is no substitute for re-
questing a actual canvas color sample, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Canvas colors vary between dye lots. If you order a set of products, every effort is made to 
match your purchases to the same dye lot. Many times we will make an order for several 
bags rather than pull them from stock, which may extend the delivery lead-time. Please do 
not hesitate to contact us for further clarification.

Canvas is a natural fabric and weaving imperfections are its’ nature and beauty.

HOW HEAVY IS OUR CANVAS?
The Port Canvas Company typically uses #8 100% Cotton Duck for the majority of its prod-
ucts. In some cases we use #10 100% Cotton Duck and at times Army Duck. Here are the 
weights of typical canvas materials:

 #6 ...................... 21.27 Ounces/Yard
 #8 ...................... 18.00 Ounces /Yard
 #10 .................... 14.73 Ounces/Yard
 #12 .................... 11.45 Ounces/Yard
 Army Duck ......... 10.10 Ounces/Yard
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